Comparison of thermoregulatory characteristics of patients with intra- and suprasellar pituitary adenomas.
Thermoregulatory capabilities under physiologic cold and heat exposure of 37 patients with suprasellar pituitary adenomas (As) and 10 patients with intrasellar adenomas (Ai) were analyzed and compared to each other and to 13 controls (Ctr.) In Ai no shift of the thermoregulatory threshold temperatures was observed. In As the regulation was shifted to a 0.5 degrees C higher mean body temperature in 82% of the patients, indicating a "set-point" elevation. The accuracy of the regulation against thermal loads was maintained, the velocity was reduced. Postoperative examination of As revealed a normalisation of the "set-point". Modifications of the hypothalamic amine systems by the compressive effect of the suprasellar adenomas are discussed to be the most probable cause for the observed thermoregulatory alterations.